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Riley is a war correspondent journalist who is suffering from PTSD. When at home, she is the caregiver for her aging mother, so she thought she’d leave the caring to her sisters to deal with and have a much needed break. Clear your desk before you start it because you won’t want to put it down.” –Gilly Macmillan, New York Times bestselling author
of I Know You Know“Lapena has written a great whodunit, with a delicious Christie-like vibe. Henry doesn’t want to be there at all, and resents his wife on several levels. With the storm, several of the staff of the inn are unable to get to work. Trust me.” —Lee Child, #1 New York Times bestselling author of Make Me“A twisty, utterly riveting tale that
will send readers on a wild roller-coaster ride of emotions. A limited number of suspects, an isolated, atmospheric setting, and believable plotting make this novel succeed on several levels. highly suspenseful . I couldn’t put it down.” —A. How well do we ever know those around us? The Couple Next Door will keep you glued to the pages in search of
the answer. Alas, a winter storm blows through, knocking out power and contact with the outside world. Jun 21, 2019 Yun rated it liked it · review of another edition There's something about mysteries that take place in secluded locations, I just can't resist.Guests are checking into a small lodge in the middle of nowhere, looking forward to a romantic
and relaxing time. Fans of the author’s first novel will want this, and anyone who savors a well-crafted murder mystery will gobble it up!” –Library Journal (starred review)Praise for A Stranger in the House:“Lapena’s A Stranger in the House will have you sleeping with the lights on for weeks.” —Bustle“Smart and suspenseful. One can’t help but
compare the novel to Agatha Christie’s infamous “And Then There Were None“. I've noticed that this is a trend of modern mysteries, where instead of offering great clues and red herrings, a lot of them just have characters acting crazy as the element that propels the story along. A deftly crafted and expertly paced thriller that will keep readers
guessing (and terrified) until the very end.” –Bustle“This compelling and realistic modern take on the country-house mystery will gain new fans for the author and is definitely one to hand to devotees of Agatha Christie (and her modern interpreter, Sophie Hannah).”–Booklist“An intriguing cast, an isolated location, a raging storm and the threat of
death in every dark corner: An Unwanted Guest reads like Agatha Christie with a shot of adrenalin. A devilishly clever whodunit that kept me guessing. The setting is atmospheric, the premise is interesting, and the unfolding of the plot is engrossing enough. Sometimes, nothing beats a classic mystery set-up.”–PureWow“A new thriller that will give
you serious Agatha Christie vibes . The guests are completely cut off from the rest of the world. Criminal defense attorney David Paley is there to unwind from a stressful career and to escape the whispers and innuendo that follow him everywhere since his wife’s tragic death. So many twists. But with this story, there were no clues for me to put
together and solve, and the reasons became known only when the book chose to reveal it. Suspense and suspicion accumulate relentlessly, toying with your expectations and your emotions right up until the packs-a-punch ending. I'm glad I picked it up, even if the mystery didn't quite live up to its potential.~~~~~~~~~~~~See also, my thoughts
on:Not a Happy FamilySomeone We KnowThe Couple Next DoorThe End of Her~~~~~~~~~~~~ ...more The ten guests that are staying at Mitchell’s Inn in the Catskills all have their own personal and diverse reasons for being there. Compelling stuff. In fact, the cover of the book compares this to Agatha Christie, which is high aspiration
indeed.But unfortunately, after the great start, the mystery didn't really come together the way I was expecting. Banner, bestselling author of The Good Neighbor“Gripped me from the very beginning to the very end!” —Becky Masterman, author of Rage Against the Dying“Brilliant! This utterly riveting psychological thriller hurtles along at breakneck
speed, never giving you the opportunity to catch your breath. She lives in Toronto, Ontario, Canada. Even then, you’ll never guess the truth . Then, one of your fellow guests is murdered. memorable.” –Associated PressPraise for The Couple Next Door:“Meticulously crafted and razor sharp. The Couple Next Door lingers long after you turn the final
page.” —Harlan Coben, #1 New York Times bestselling author of Fool Me Once“The twists come as fast [as] you can turn the pages.” —People“Provocative and shocking. She wants the weekend getaway to repair serious rifts in their marriage. Shocking revelations kept me turning the pages like a madwoman.” —Tess Gerritsen, New York
Times bestselling author of Playing with Fire“Expertly paced and finely crafted, The Couple Next Door is a gripping thriller of the highest order. What's amazing about Agatha Christie is that all the clues are there, and when it's explained in the end, you feel like you could have figured it all out if only you'd been a little bit more clever. There is no way
to contact the authorities and the roads are impassable. L. Loved it! This review was written voluntarily and my rating was in no way influenced by the fact that I received a complimentary digital copy of this novel at my request from Pamela Dorman Books/Random House via Edelweiss. First-time novelist Lapena’s writing is spare and tense, and it
makes The Couple Next Door a compulsive read. James has never wanted modern CCTV cameras, and Wi-fi to mar the ambiance he has tried to create. you’ll never see the ending coming.” —PureWow “So much suspense. Lauren Day and Ian Beeton, a unmarried couple, have come for a naughty weekend. The ‘reveal’ of the murderer was a complete
surprise and the ending twist was brilliant. The suspense was beautifully rendered and unrelenting!” —Sue Grafton, New York Times bestselling author of X“Real men read women writers–because of books like this. Good luck sleeping tonight.” —Hello Giggles“So many dizzying twists you’d better not drive after reading!” —Linwood Barclay, New
York Times bestselling author of Parting Shot “Smart, twisty and compulsive. if you’re one of the many people who counts [And Then There Were None] among their favorite books, you will love An Unwanted Guest. Finally, Candice White has come alone to the inn to work on her book. The twelve characters that are in the start of the book are
gradually being knocked off, one by one… After the second murder the fear is palpable. Just like the best Golden Age mysteries, there is a limited set of suspects, and everyone is acting questionable and hiding something. Is it one of the guests, or is there an unknown, mysterious interloper on the loose?This was a bit of a mixed bag for me. In fact,
there were a few weirdly emotional characters who I was hoping would get murdered to be rid of their annoying presence.Still, if you don't go in expecting a mystery with actual clues, then this is an adequate one. The last line is absolutely a killer.” —Good Housekeeping“[A] well-sculpted domestic thriller . Claustrophobic paranoia abounds. . Taylor,
bestselling author of The Lie“Exquisitely torturous tension.” —NPR.org“Where did that baby go! It’s hard not to read to the end to find out, and the twists waiting there are gratifyingly clever.”—USA Today“The many never-saw-them-coming twists and questionable characters . Beverly and Henry Sullivan are there at Beverly’s instigation. It is to be a
large, society wedding as Matthew comes from old New England money. Tensions reach breaking points, revealing the fault lines in the relationships of those assembled. One crime, an entire neighborhood of suspects, secrets and lies. Gwen was usually the weaker of the two women, but now finds that their roles have been reversed. Don’t miss it, and
don’t expect to be able to put it down.” —Gilly Macmillan, New York Times bestselling author of The Perfect Girl“A diverting page-turner.”–Publishers Weekly“Great suspense and lots of twists.” –The Toronto Star“Lapena keeps the well-developed twists churning, with each a surprise notch in this ever-evolving plot, and she continues this skillful
storytelling until the stunning twist at the end. On the one hand, I found the premise and initial setup thoroughly intriguing. Five people dead… This book had the feel of a classic murder mystery with touches of modern-day thriller thrown in for good measure. The howling wind is their constant companion.. She was a lawyer and an English teacher
before turning her hand to fiction. Stymied with the lack of electricity to recharge her laptop, she is frustrated in her goal. until it’s too late.” —Lisa Gardner, #1 New York Times bestselling author of Find Her“I read this novel at one sitting, absolutely riveted by the story line. Twisty, turny, and unputdownable.” —C. Follow Shari Lapena on Twitter
@sharilapena Praise for An Unwanted Guest:“A gripping mystery perfect for fans of Agatha Christie.” –Good Housekeeping“Proving that time periods may change but people do not, Lapena delivers a solid whodunit with an ending that would make Dame Christie proud.” –USA Today“Another nail-biter perfect for an all-nighter.” –Entertainment
Weekly“Shari Lapena has set up a chilling version of what Agatha Christie called ‘the locked room mystery’ (and it couldn’t be better for a cold winter afternoon) . ISBN: 9780525557623 – ASIN: B079KV32DT – 304 pages Shari Lapena is the internationally bestselling author of The Couple Next Door, A Stranger in the House, An Unwanted Guest,
Someone We Know and The End of Her. will keep you on the edge of your seat. That takes a lot of the fun out of the mystery, at least for me.Another letdown is that the characters act all panicked and wacky, which leads to more drama than is necessary. Is it one of the guests, or is there an unknown, mysterious interloper on the There's something
about mysteries that take place in secluded locations, I just can't resist.Guests are checking into a small lodge in the middle of nowhere, looking forward to a romantic and relaxing time. That leaves only the inn’s owner, James Harwood, and his son Bradley to cook and wait on the guests. J. They have come to the inn to recoup and escape the hectic
planning for their upcoming nuptials. you are in a remote mountain resort hotel in the middle of a severe winter storm. One person dies by what seems to be accidental means, but when a second person dies, it's clear something sinister is afoot. All the elements of the classic mystery. Twists are subtly revealed with aplomb, taking the story to
increasingly unpredictable levels.” —The Associated Press Police Sergeant Margaret Sorensen has her work cut out for her when she finally arrives on scene. Mitchell’s Inn is a quaint, old-fashioned, family-owned hotel. Dana Hart and Matthew Hutchinson are a engaged couple who are madly in love. Gwen Delaney has brought her friend Riley Shuter
here to rest and relax. Imagine it…. There is no Wi-fi or cell phone reception and now the electricity is out due to the ravages of an ice storm.
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